CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Based on the findings of the study as the researcher explained previously, the researcher would like to draw some conclusions and some suggestion successively.

A. Conclusion

Based on the findings, in general, it can be concluded that the second years students’ ability in Using Coordinative Conjunction in Compound Sentence at STKIP PGRI Sumatera Barat was good (75%), Especially in using Coordinative Conjunction “and”, “but” and “so”. But students have weakness on using Coordinative Conjunction “or” and “yet”. The specific conciliation as the followings:

1. Students got excellent category on using coordinative conjunction “and”(90%), “but”(90%) and “so”(89%).
2. Students got good category on using coordinative conjunction “for”(75%), “nor”(72%).
3. Students got poor category on using coordinative conjunction “or”(55%),
4. Students got very poor category on using coordinative conjunction “yet”(34%).

B. Suggestion

Referring to the conclusion, the researcher would like to give suggestions for the lecturer, students.
1. For the lecturers, the lecturers are suggested to give more exercise to the students, especially exercise on using coordinative conjunction “or” and “yet”.

2. For the students, they are suggested to improve their ability in using coordinative conjunction “or” and “yet”. Even though the students got good (75%) ability category, the student had a weakness in using coordinative conjunction “or” and “yet”. It can be done by doing more practice about FANBOYS and studying about its function again.